Oral cancer cell lines can use multiple ligands, including Fas-L, TRAIL and TNF-alpha, to induce apoptosis in Jurkat T cells: possible mechanisms for immune escape by head and neck cancers.
Some cancer cells can induce apoptosis in tumour infiltrating cytotoxic T cells as a means of escaping immune destruction. This study examined the expression of the apoptosis-inducing ligands, Fas-L, TRAIL and TNF-alpha, on three representative oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) cell lines, TR146, SCC25 and CAL27 and investigates the contribution of these ligands to tumour cell killing of Jurkat T cells in vitro. All three cell lines were able to induce apoptosis in Jurkat T cells to varying degrees. The TR146 cell line predominantly killed Jurkats via the well known Fas-L/Fas mediated pathway. Although TR146 also expressed low levels of TRAIL and TNF-alpha, these did not contribute significantly to TR146 killing of Jurkats. In contrast, the CAL27 cell line expressed little if any Fas-L but was still able to kill Jurkats effectively via an almost exclusively TRAIL mediated mechanism. The SCC25 cell line expressed significant levels of all three ligands but we were unable to significantly inhibit killing of Jurkats by blocking any one pathway with antibodies. SCC25 may use a combination of mechanisms to kill Jurkats and switch between them to compensate when one mechanism is blocked. We found that stimulation with interferon-gamma (IFN-gamma) induced or increased the expression of apoptosis-inducing ligands on OSCC as well as the killing of Jurkat T cells. Not only did IFN-gamma increase killing of Jurkats, but it changed the contribution of the Fas-L, TRAIL and TNF-alpha mediated mechanisms to the killing of Jurkat T cells by the different cell lines. These mechanisms if reproduced in vivo, could confer survival advantage on OSCC by enabling them to kill tumour invading cytotoxic lymphocytes and evade immune destruction.